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You will need, at least 1 egg carton of any type or color, scissors, 
paint and paint brushes (optional), glue and a set of string lights 

Cut off a single egg cup making sure to keep the full 
height of the walls around it. The walls will be the 

outer layer petals of your flower.  

 

 

 

 

 Go back to the egg carton and cut off a single point 
that keeps the eggs separated in their cups. This is 

where 4 egg cup meet and form the highest part of the 
egg cup wall. This will be used as the inner layer of 

flower petals.  

 
Hold this by the point and use your scissors to cut the 
shapes of the petals. These do not need to look like 

the petals on the egg cup layer, but should match each 
other. (point layer) 

 

Us your scissors to trim up the walls of the egg cup to 
resemble the petals of a flower.  They do not need to 
look like the ones in the example. Get creative with  

shapes but they do look best when each petal matches 
the others in the layer. Put that aside. (egg cup layer) 



 

Add a little glue around the outside of the base of the 
point layer and slide it inside the egg cup layer.  

Let dry. 

 

If you are going to use paint, now is the time. Paint each layer of pet-
als a different color and let dry. Again, this step is optional! 

 

 
Use the point of your scissors to poke a hole through the 
base of each layer. The hole needs to be large enough to 

slide over a string light bulb. To make the hole larger,  
after you pierce the material with the scissors, spin the 

petal layer until the hole is the size you want. 

 

Add a little glue to the bas of the finished flower and 
slide it over an individual bulb on your string lights. 

Let dry. Hang wherever you like. 

 

 

Repeat this process for as many bulbs as you would like to jazz up with 
flowers. Also, if you do not have string lights, that is OK too. These look 

great stringed as garlands or as a floral curtain over doorways or windows. 


